
Shir Ha Shirim/Song of Songs 
 

I find ‘Shir Ha Shirim’ very inspiring. While in our varied, profound lectures we learned of the 
many ways in which ‘Shir Ha Shirim’ has been understood through the ages and in different 
kinds of literature, my personal attraction to this text is very sympathetic to the “Hassidic 
Internalizing of the Song of Songs” given by Professor Yehuda Gellman, former chair of the 
‘Rainbow’. He pointed out how this text is understood in radically different ways from earlier 
readings. One of the key differences is that in the Hassidic reading, the lover (G-d) does not 
actually turn away; He is always there, his head back towards the maiden (the Jewish people) 
and I say each of us. His face is not hidden, if we look, we can see it. This can be seen in: 
Chapter 8:14 “Make haste, my beloved, and be thou like the gazelle or a young ram upon the 
mountain of spices”. (R. Yehuda Leib Ashlag 1885-954, Sh-ma-ti) says There is no animal in the 
world like the deer or the young ram, that when it runs away from the place it has come from, it 
goes a bit and then turns its head back to where it came from. And the meaning of turning its  
(G-d’s) head “Back” means that in truth this “back” is not a true back, but, the back is truly the 
face. 
 
G-d’s ever presence is also illustrated in Chapter 5:2: “ I sleep, but my heart wakes: hark, my 
beloved is knocking, saying, Open to me my sister, my love, my dove, my undefiled: for my head 
is filled with dew, and my locks with the drops of the night.” 
 
The present moment seems to be the axis of this profound relationship between the Creator  and 
the created and could be carried to a certain relationship among persons. It calls for a permanent 
alertness and attiveness that is unique and that will never be the same on another occasion.  
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